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Secrets of Savannah: Six best friends who have known each other their entire lives. Once as thick

as thieves, the friendships among the girls have been splintered by life events, secrets and

deceptions. Now, brought together again by an inheritance of an historic Bed & Breakfast on Tybee

Island, the women must set aside their differences in order to restore their beloved Savannah

House. As each woman finds her special talent and develops it through the renovation of the inn,

they also find romanceâ€”each of them with an unforgettable hero. The Chef: Morgan Lucas grew up

in Savannah, Georgia surrounded by the trappings of wealth and privilege. The product of an

interracial marriage, Morgan was raised by her mother, Pearl Lucas, after the divorce of her parents.

Morganâ€™s upbringing was loving yet very modestâ€”worlds apart from her best friends. Ever since

she was a small child, Morgan has found discovery and self-assurance in the kitchen. For as long

as she can remember, Morgan yearned to be a world famous chef and baker. When she begins a

secret relationship with Luke Duvall, the brother of one of her best friends, she finds herself falling in

love with the sweet-natured businessman. After a confused Morgan decides to end things with

Luke, she runs away to Paris to work as a chef. Now back in Savannah and claiming partial

ownership of Savannah House, Morgan is determined to make spectacular meals at the resort and

make a name for herself in Savannah. And when a chance to reunite with Luke presents itself,

Morgan has to face her fears in order to claim her future.The Renaissance Man: Luke Duvall grew

up in a lavish estate in Savannah with his adopted sister, Callie, as the son of wealthy aristocrats,

Lionel and Davinia Duvall. Lukeâ€™s life has been shaped by a tragic eventâ€”the drowning death of

his younger sister Rachel while on vacation. A part of Luke has always blamed himself for her

death. Now employed by the family business, Duvall Investments, Luke yearns to switch gears and

pursue a singing career. But family obligations, and a desire to make his father proud, are standing

in his way. Luke is at a crossroads. Heâ€™s still head-over-heels in love with Morgan Lucas, but a

chasm still separates them. Determined to win the woman of his dreams, Luke sets out to prove to

Morgan that they were meant to be.
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I love this series and have been checking  often for this book. I loved learning about Morgan and

Luke's story. Morgan had serious trust issues but Luke helped her through them. Ms. Calhoune is

such a great storyteller. I can't wait for the next book.

I can hardly wait for each book that Belle Calhoune writes! This is a book of 2nd and even 3rd

chances; of forgiving yourself; of forgiving your peers or gossips who hurt you with their ignorance &

cruelty; of confronting your fears & following your heart; of stepping out in faith; of not letting the

past shape your future; of living each day like it's your last; of balancing your life in a way that leads

to contentment; of finding the genuine, faith-based life that's filled with love, passion for one's work,

& joy; of not letting anger eat you up inside...These are just a few of Belle's quotes that I love. But

my favorite is: "Where we come from is important. It lays the foundation. It shapes us. But we can't

ever let it define us!" Now we have to wait until August to read Falling In Love! If only her books

were also in print, and not just on kindle!!!

Finally, Morgan and Luke. Belle Calhoune always gives me a gentle romance that speaks to the

heart and touches on issues that affect so many. With her gift for descriptive details, creating

characters I care about and wonderful friendships, I trust her to deliver and she does. Morgan and

Luke's romance is a bumpy yet heartfelt reunion. Yet Calhoune flips the reunion trope on it's ear by

resolving conflicts from the past early, making the reader turn pages as fast as possible to see what



happens next because we know something is going to happen....and it does. I was smiling at the

end and very satisfied...until I remembered I had to wait until fall for the next installment!

Great book as are all of her novels but she got a little lost in character names here and there, writing

Callie instead of Morgan and a few typos which none of the other books had. All in all good reading

because she puts God in all her books leaving no doubt who she believes in.

The only thing I can say I am disappointed about is that I have to wait until August for the next

installment of The Secrets of Savannah series! I have read every Belle Calhoune book I have been

able to get my hands on and never been disappointed in one yet! Do yourself a favor and start at

book one of Seven Brides for Seven Brothers and then The Secrets of Savannah series' as they are

tied together! You will no regret it! Thank you Belle!

This is sweet story about fighting for love and hearts being healed from tragedy. I enjoyed this story

(as I do all Belle Calhoune books) and it might be my favorite in the series so far. Looking forward to

the next one.

I have been waiting for awhile to see what Morgan's story was, and her relationship with Callie's

brother (as I have always thought of him). Loving this series! Can hardly wait for Charlotte's story!!! I

recommend starting with the first in the series and if you really want to understand them, read the

Seven Brides for Seven Brothers series as well. Superb!!!!!!

This series just keeps getting better. Morgan is such a strong, yet vulnerable character and

watching her evolution in this story was just breathtaking! It was almost as good to watch Luke

break out of his shell. These 2 characters are both struggling with past hurts and letting it impact

their present and future. Seeing them come together and recognize the weaknesses and how to

overcome them is an emotional journey. As always, well written, extremely developed characters

and a story line that keeps you guessing just a little bit. There is an "Oh No" moment towards the

end that will really get you! You will not want to miss this story! Side note : If this Inn is based on

somewhere in Savannah, I really need to know where it is to go visit for some R & R.
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